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Gateway™ Height Adjustable Media Wall Table provides an adaptive platform that incorporates an upholstered screen for space division, auditory and visual privacy and multi-media connectivity. At the touch of a button, Gateway™ Height Adjustable Media Wall Table effortlessly transforms meeting tables to create innovative multimedia solutions for communication, presentations and interactive work spaces. Gateway™ Height Adjustable Media Wall Table can easily be adapted for open plan working environments, touchdown spaces, meeting tables and break out areas alike.

Table Shapes: Rectangular, Rectangle with radius corners, D End, Vista and Round
Media Wall Dimension: 48”W (max 46” TV), 60”W (max 60” TV), 72” 84” & 96”W (max 65” TV) x 72”H
Table Dimension: All length are available with multiple legs, depth is available from 42” to 60”D
Adjustable Height Range: 27” to 42”H
Switch Option: Recess switch, standard switch or (Optional) Bluetooth switch
Leg Finishes: Grey, black, white and chrome
Foot Finishes: Mirror polished as standard or painted to match the column post (grey, black & white)